
  

  

  

BLOCK MACHINE Model 915 Travellers 

 

This device is fully standard and holds CE cer ficate from English UNIVERSAL SYSTEM with 15% 
higher efficiency than similar European machine 
Automatic mode: controlling the height of the mass, moving forward after each working cycle, 
controlling the density of the material and counting the number of production. 
Efficiency: 1000 wall block 40 × 20 × 20 per hour. 
 Working systems: Hydraulic and mechanical systems with advanced system and the ability to bypass 
the fi h wheel at the end of the line (turn 360 degrees) 
 Number of electric motor: 6 pieces, including a 4KW engine and a hydraulic engine with 900 rounds 
per minute and four vibra ng motors. Each engine weighs 1.1 kW with 2800 laminates per minute. 
Required electrical energy: 3 stages 25 amp. 
 Hydraulic system: 15 liter piston pump, 500 mes the pressure. Hydraulic work pressure: up to 280 
times. 
 Warranty: 6 months and 10 years a er sale. (Supply of pieces) 

 
  



  

BLOCK MACHINE Model 915 travellers Production concepts for vertical market segments 
and architectural products Hollows, solids, foundation and chimney blocks to mention Only a 
few examples. MACHINE model 915, the ideal Concrete block making machine for 
economical mass production of high quality concrete blocks .Outstanding performance In 
open area or buildings. Safe handling and well proven Design principle guarantee client 
operation of  MACHINE model 915 even still in decades Different Moulds are easily inter 
changeable. The machine produces Concrete elements directly onto the ground, in lines-with 
Cycle by cycle. Running wheels of machine are outfitted Vulkollan coating for protection of 
concrete floor. Equipped With hydraulic shunting wheel for turning of machine at end Of 
production lines. More than six thousand machines of this Type are in operation.  
Model 915 Technical Details 
 

 



 
 
INDUSTRIAL COMPANY ISO 9001:2008Cer fied by TUV NORD & CE EUROPE  
block machine model 915 is a mobile machine for the produc on of  Hollow and bonding blocks as 
U-and L blocks The machine is fed by an industrial truck The concrete is filled into the machines 
material hopper Production is executed in lines on a concrete slab, i.e. the machine puts the blocks 
in single Layers on the concrete ground.  The mould contacts the ground during production.  
 The Blocks are the moulded on the ground after the compaction process and then the machine 
Continues .For the length of previously produced blocks. This process is repeated until the 
production line is full The machine is driven into the new production line by an electric-hydraulicS 
hunting device at the end of the production line. The next line is going to Be produced .Emissions 
like smoke, soot, dust, gas, steam or smells are not developed during operation of this machine. 


